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1. INTRODUCTION

2. BACKGROUND

In an environment with Active Directory (AD), all resource access
authorization authentication would be handled by Active Directory,
so that every Server [EX: Exchange server, Network Attached
Storage (NAS)] does not need to verify the user’s authentication
credential itself. Moreover, to allow users to log in once and access
services without re-entering authentication factors, Integrated
Windows Authentication (IWA) was introduced with Microsoft
Windows 2000 [New Technology (NT) 5.0] and included with later
Windows NT-based operating systems.

In this section, we will introduce the most widely used authentication in IWA which is NTLM. Besides, we will discuss the protocol
that supports NTLM as well as typical attacks that focus on it.

Due to the IWA, users could access several related servers without
having to log in repeatedly. However, this single sign-on configuration could be leveraged by hackers to launch attacks such as the NT
LAN Manager (NTLM) relay attack [1] or cracking authentication
hashes [2], and then the hackers can log in to the victim’s computer
with a password that has been recover maliciously, which becomes
an effective way to gain footholds into the Enterprise’s intranet and
moving through the whole environment.
The second section introduced background knowledge of IWA, as
well as several well-known related security research. In the third
section, we will introduce our research which could expand the
coverage of the previous attack surface and technique to bypass
existing security mechanisms, then we combine previous research
with our findings to construct a decision-making mechanism to
decide the most applicable attack strategy that could be implemented in various scenarios. Finally, the fourth section will be
our conclusion.
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2.1. NTLM Overview
Although Kerberos is the most secure authentication protocol in
IWA, integrating IoT products with Kerberos implies that devices
must join the windows domain first, which is nearly impossible for
most IoT devices. On the other hand, NTLM is widely used not
only for protocols such as SMB, LDAP, MSSQL, HTTP but also
used for applications such as wi-fi or remote desktop connection
and NTLM is easier to implement for most software.
NTLM is a challenge–response authentication protocol as shown in
Figure 1. First, the client sends a negotiate message advertising its
capabilities to the server. Then the server responds with a challenge
message. Third, the client encrypts the challenge message with its
username and password as a authenticate message, and then the
server will verify whether the password is correct or not.
Although NTLM has been widely used for decades and has been
updated (the most important update is from NTLMv1 to NTLMv2)
many times, its security mechanism has often been challenged.
Nevertheless, Kerberos is much more complicated to configure
and there is downward compatibility for the third-party software
requirement which does not support Kerberos as an authentication option, using NTLM for authentication is usually a necessary
option even if Kerberos is being implemented [3].
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Figure 1 | The NTLM challenge–response mechanism.

2.2. Typical Attack and Previous Research
The security concerns of the NTLM authentication protocol are
reflected in two aspects, Cryptography security and the authentication process. On the cyptographic aspect, the NTLMv1 used
Data Encryption Standard (DES) for the encryption. However,
DES has been proved to be broken since the hash could be crack
in 20 min. Although NTLMv2 does stand as secure, it would still
be crack through the dictionary attack. In other words, if the computer user chose a password that has been leaked then cracking the
hash could be easy. Even though most devices support NTLMv2
and have priority adopting it, NTLMv2 by default falling back to
NTLMv1 on the windows operating system. Namely, if one side
(client or server) insists on using NTLMv1, the other side would
simply agree to use it.
On the authentication process aspect, there is another attack
method called NTLM relay or so call pass the hash. The attack
method is another variant of the man-in-the-middle attack as
shown in Figure 2. Although there are some mitigations such as
enhanced protection for authentication, still there are ways to
bypass those mechanisms such as “drop the mic” [4]. Through the
NTLM relay attack, an attacker could connect the server through
the remote procedure call, thereby affecting the entire operation of
the enterprise.

Figure 2 | The NTLM relay attack with active dictionary.

trustworthy if the PDF file contains the UNC path. In contrast,
open in protected view is the only mitigation Microsoft provide
to protect user’s device from malware and other threats download from the Internet. If users were not informed of what is contained in the file and the threat hiding in it, they may rashly press
the button “Enable Editing” after that user would still leak their
NTLM hash.
Before we come to LLMNR/NetBIOS spoofing [6], we talk about
Windows Name Resolution first. Windows Name Resolution
resolve Uniform Resource Locator (URL), as following order: Hosts,
DNS (cache/server), Local LMHOST File, LLMNR, NetBIOS.
LLMNR/NetBIOS perform name resolution for hosts in the same
intranet. Since both LLMNR/NetBIOS listen on User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) they can be spoofed. If the user’s computers set the
Local Area Network setting as “automatically detect setting” which
is a configuration by default. Once users’ browsers such as chrome
were opened, their device would send a broadcast message to see
if there would be Web Proxy Auto-Discovery Protocol (WPAD)
server to provide a Proxy Auto-Config (PAC) file. The intention
of WPAD is to make Network Manger’s work easier for Proxy configuration to put a PAC file in the WPAD server instead of setting all the devices in intranet one-by-one. However, By spoofing
LLMNR/NetBIOS hacker could hijack WPAD and thus become a
Proxy Server or respond a challenge message over WPAD protocol
to the client. Both manners would cause the NLTM leak.

2.3. NTLM Leak
The key point to trigger all the attacks that has been mentioned is
to make victims initiatively send a login request to the malicious
server. Generally, there are two ways to make this happen, through
malicious file or Link-Local Multicast Name Resolution (LLMNR)/
NetBIOS spoofing.
The article [5] introduced the file types that could cause the NTLM
leak such as HTML files, PDF, Windows media player, Microsoft
Office files. These files initiatively request resources embedded in
the Universal Naming Convention (UNC) path through the SMB
protocol once the user opens the file. After that, the server responds
with the challenge message, then the client would respond with the
authenticate message due to the Single sign-on implementation
of IWA. However, if the UNC path point to IP Address where the
hacker responds query as a malicious server, users would leak their
NTLM hash without awareness of what is happening.
These malicious files are often sent as attachments in phishing emails. Fortunately, only PDF and Microsoft Offices file are
common email attachment file types. To protect users vulnerable to this type of attack, Adobe Acrobat reader would pop out a
warning message box and ask the user whether the UNC path is

3. MECHANISM OF CREDENTIAL
HARVESTING
3.1. Bypassing Microsoft Office Mitigation
The NTFS file format supports using the named Zone: Identifier in
the alternate data stream to mark files from the Internet. If the file
happens to be an Office document, it would be opened in Protected
View. However, compressed files remain a special case. When compressed files are being decompressed, the unzipped file should
inherit the characteristics of Zone: identifier.
Although most compression software aware of these security
concerns, different compression modes in the same decompress
software might cause different results. Taking the most popular
extractor 7zip as an example, it will propagate Zone: Identifier only
when the compressed file is being open in the archive. Namely,
modes such as “Extract All” were not secure which could cause the
NTLM leak once the office file is opened. The article “Downloads
and the Mark-of-the-Web” [7] discusses it before, yet we reexperimented the latest version of serval popular extractor and
found slightly different results, e.g., “Table 1.”
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Table 2 | Comparison between methods of credential leaks

Extractor

Double-click in Archive

Extract All/Here

Protocol

Restriction

Victim interaction

Windows Explorer
WinRar
7zip
WinZip
IZArc

Not vulnerable
Not vulnerable
Vulnerable
Not vulnerable
Could not open

Not vulnerable
Not vulnerable
Not vulnerable
Vulnerable
Vulnerable

SMB [5]

Firewall often prohibit inbound
SMB connection
Internet option

Open folder/file

WebDAV [8]
WPAD [6]
LDAP

LLMNR/NetBIOS and WPAD is
not disable
None

Open folder or
office file
Open application
support WPAD
Open office file

To once more reduce the user interaction that our strategy relies on,
adopting LLMNR/NetBIOS spoofing is the best choice under the
premise of the target intranet has no WPAD server and LLMNR/
NetBIOS were not prohibited. Table 2 demonstrates the comparison between methods of credential leaks.
Figure 3 | The attack simulation scenario of bypassing firewall.

3.2. Bypassing Firewall
In the previous research of Microsoft Offices, NTLM leak could
only transport through the SMB protocol. However, Most Network
Manager would prohibit outbound or inbound SMB connections.
Because notorious exploit or hacker tools such as “EternalBlue” and
“PsExec” are transported over SMB protocol. Our research attempts
to change the UNC path into other URLs for the purpose of causing the NTLM leak through other protocols. Finally, we found out
that manipulating the UNC path into a URL with HTTP/HTTPS
or LDAP protocol would also cause the NTLM leak. Nevertheless,
URL with HTTP(S) would only cause the leak when the setting on
the users’ computer is “automatic logon only on Intranet zone” or
“automatic logon with current username and password”. In contrast, URL with LDAP will trigger NTLM leak just as SMB, but to
avoid being block by firewall as shown in Figure 3.

3.3. Credential Harvesting in Intranet
Our research could not only attack computers connect to the
internet, but also could attack others that are not connecting to
the internet by changing the URL hidden in the Microsoft Offices
files pointing to computers that have been infected instead of
the C&C server on the internet. It is worth notice that NTLM
leak over SMB protocol is also not an available option inside
the intranet. Although SMB protocol is often used inside the
intranet for file sharing and printing which does not cause any
suspicion, deploying a rogue SMB server in the intranet is nearly
impossible. Because the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)
port SMB used has been bound by the Network Neighborhood
or samba binding the same port with an existed service is unrealistic. However, NTLM leak over HTTP(S) or LDAP would do
the job stealthy.
Because the NTLM leak over HTTP has its’ restriction, it is less
practical than NTLM leak over LDAP. However, in MDSec’s
research [8] reveals an approach leaking NLTM over WebDAV with
internet shortcut or URL files. Although leaking through WebDAV
shares the same restriction as HTTP, since WebDAV is an extension
of HTTP, it only required the victim to open a shared folder instead
of a malicious file which would have a higher chance of harvesting
more credentials if the condition fulfilled.

4. CONCLUSION
Intelligent office technologies improve the working environment
through many aspects, yet these technologies share the same security concerns with the Windows domain. This paper analyzes the
restriction of previous research causing NTLM leak and proposes
a new technique without those restrictions in the victim’s intranet
and a decision-making mechanism to determine the most proper
strategy that could be implemented in real situations. The comparison between those strategies is shown in Table 2.
We provide few points of advice as shown below to defend against
NTLM leak and related attacks:
1.		 Deploy Anti-virus Scanning Email Attachments
2.		 Disable NTLMv1 Protocol
3.		 Disable WPAD Protocol
Finally, we provide mitigation to prevent similar attacks of our own
research.
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